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Assert-statement

• Test precondition
• Interrupt execution if precondition is not met
• Places that assert-statement is used:
  – Beginning of method
  – Before a loop
  – Before returning statement
Assert-statement (cont.)

```java
assert <Boolean expression>;
  • If <Boolean expression> is false, AssertionError is thrown.

• assert <Boolean expression> <expression>;

• Enable assertions
  – Command line: java -ea Echo
  – Eclipse: Run Configurations -> Arguments -> VM arguments
```
Assert-statement (cont.)

- When to use assert-statement?
  - Untested preconditions and postconditions
  - Develop, test, and maintain a program
Loop Invariant

- Use loop invariant to check the correctness of the body of loops.
- Formulate loop invariant statements for complex loops.
- Identify the result of a loop and transform it to a loop invariant.
Loop Invariant

• A condition that is true
  – Before execution of a loop
  – At the end of every iteration of the loop
  – After the execution of the loop

```cpp
int factorial( int n ) {
    int ret;
    for ( int i = 1; i <= n; i++ ) {
        ret *= i;
    }
    return ret;
}
```

Loop invariant: ret contains the product of numbers from 1 to k, where k is the count of numbers that we have seen so far.